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The phonon dispersion relations of bulk hexagonal boron nitride have been determined from inelastic
x-ray scattering measurements and analyzed by ab initio calculations. Experimental data and calculations
show an outstanding agreement and reconcile the controversies raised by recent experimental data
obtained by electron-energy loss spectroscopy and second-order Raman scattering.
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Besides their intermediate structure between two-
dimensional sheets and 3D crystals, layered compounds
are relevant materials for storage of other compounds [1]
and as potential building blocks for nanotubes [2]. Among
these materials, graphite and hexagonal boron nitride
(h-BN) have drawn most of the attention due to their
simple hexagonal structure, their fascinating properties,
and the successful realization of carbon- [3] and more
recently BN [4–6] nanotubes. A wide band gap semicon-
ductor, h-BN, has been grown successfully very recently as
a single crystal. It exhibits a lasing behavior at 5.8 eV that
makes it attractive for optoelectronic applications in the
ultraviolet energy range [7].

Despite the tremendous effort devoted to the character-
ization of physical properties of h-BN, the lattice dynam-
ics, responsible for the elastic and thermodynamic
properties such as the heat capacity and the thermal ex-
pansion, are still under debate. First principles calculations
are generally accepted as the most accurate theoretical
description of the lattice dynamics [8]. Recently, for
h-BN, the validity of state of the art ab initio calculations
was put in doubt by two experiments: Rokuta et al. [9]
reported the only experimental data available for the pho-
non dispersion relations by electron-energy loss spectros-
copy (EELS) performed on a monolayer of h-BN deposited
on a Ni(111) substrate. Among several deviations from
ab initio calculations of the lattice dynamics both for a
monolayer [10,11] and for bulk h-BN [12,13], the EELS
data show a degeneracy at the K point between acoustic
(ZA) and optical (ZO) modes polarized along the c axis.
The origin of this degeneracy has not been clarified yet.
More recently [14], second-order Raman spectra of single
crystalline h-BN revealed two features that contested the
predictions based on a simple doubling of the energy scale
of ab initio calculations for the one-phonon density of
states, suggesting deviations up to 40% for the calculated

energy of the TA branch in the K-M region. Since h-BN is
a relevant material for UV lasing, it is imperative to resolve
the existing controversies and critically assess the quality
of the ab initio calculations. Furthermore, we need exact
information on the lattice dynamics in order to properly
understand the contributions due to electron-phonon cou-
pling observed in the cathodoluminescence and absorption
spectra of h-BN [7] and BN nanotubes [15,16].

In this Letter we address the above discrepancies in the
vibrational properties by reporting inelastic x-ray scatter-
ing (IXS) measurements and first principles calculations of
the phonon dispersion relations of bulk h-BN. We also
report ab initio calculations of the phonon dispersion of a
monolayer of h-BN on a nickel substrate. Our results and
analysis yield a complete picture of the lattice dynamics of
h-BN, reconcile theoretical and experimental data, and
reveal the origin of the controversies raised by the EELS
and Raman data.

Room temperature IXS measurements were conducted
on beam line ID28 at the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility in Grenoble using h-BN single crystalline flakes of
typical sizes of 500� 200� 50 �m3 with the surface
oriented perpendicular to the c axis. Monochromatic
x rays of 17.794 and 15.817 keV were utilized to achieve
an energy resolution of 3 and 5.5 meV, respectively.
Furthermore, ab initio calculations were performed for
the phonon dispersion relations and the eigenvectors using
the ABINIT code [17,18], based on the linear response
method [19] and within the local density approximation
of density functional theory [20].

With 4 atoms in the unit cell and space group P63=mmc,
h-BN phonon dispersion relations show 12 branches that
can be divided into the 2E1u � 2A2u � 2E2g � 2B1g irre-
ducible representations at the Brillouin zone center. The
E1u and A2u are infrared active, the E2g are Raman active,
and the out-of-plane polarized B1g modes, also denomi-
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nated ZA and ZO modes, are silent. The acoustic modes
have symmetry E1u � A2u and the crystal field gives rise to
a splitting between longitudinal (LO) and transverse opti-
cal phonons for the other E1u modes, whereas the E2g

modes remain doubly degenerate each. In Table I we
compare our calculations with the experimental data re-
ported for the � point by Raman [14,21–24] and infrared
[22,25] spectroscopy. The agreement between both data
sets is excellent, the largest difference being a 5% under-
estimate of the A2u mode, similar to that reported by
previous ab initio calculations [12,13]. The high E2g

mode, marginally overestimated, is related via zone fold-
ing to the A1 mode that dominates the Raman spectra of
BN nanotubes [11,26].

Figure 1 displays selected IXS spectra of the TA modes
along the [110] (�-K-M) direction, polarized along the
c axis. The Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks are observed in
the spectra taken at low momentum transfer q and a
decrease of the intensity with increasing q is apparent.
This mode exhibits a paraboliclike energy dependence at
low q, typical for layered materials, and flattens towards
the edge of the Brillouin zone, in excellent agreement with
the calculated dispersion. The calculations predict the ob-
servation of the ZA acoustic branch only for �q q L� mo-
mentum transfers with odd L, in agreement with the upper
branch in the inset of Fig. 1 obtained for L � 3 and with
the absence of these modes in the displayed spectra, cor-
responding to momentum transfers with L � 6. The IXS
data for the acoustic phonons has been employed for the
determination of the five independent components of the
elastic stiffness tensor of h-BN [27], providing an upper
limit of 0.81 TPa for the axial elastic modulus of BN
single-wall nanotubes, in agreement with several theories
(0.85 TPa, [28,29] ) and recent electric-field induced reso-
nance experiments (0.722 TPa, [30] ).

Figure 2(a) shows the experimental IXS phonon disper-
sions compared with the ab initio calculations (solid lines).
The solid (open) circles correspond to modes polarized
mainly along the c axis (in-plane) and Raman and infrared
data are shown as open (green) and solid (magenta) dia-
monds, respectively. We shall emphasize the excellent

TABLE I. Experimental and calculated phonon energies (in
meV) at the � point.

Symmetry Experiment Theory

E2g 6.4a 6.5
B1g�ZA� silent 15.0
A2u 97.1b 92.6
B1g�ZO� silent 100.4
E2g 169.4a, 169.9c, 169.1d 171.0
E1u�TO� 169.5b 170.9
E1u�LO� 199.6b 199.7

aRaman data [21].
bInfrared data [22].
cRaman data [22].
dRaman data [14].

 

FIG. 1 (color online). Representative IXS spectra of h-BN for
the TA branch along the [110] direction, polarized along the c
axis. The symbols represent the IXS data whereas the solid (red)
curves display the least-squares fit. The corresponding portion of
the phonon dispersion is shown in the inset, where q is given in
reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.). The IXS data of the upper branch
(ZA) were obtained for �q q 3� total momentum transfers.
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Phonon dispersion relations of h-BN
along the main symmetry directions. The open (red) circles
display modes polarized in the hexagonal plane whereas the
solid (blue) circles correspond to modes polarized along the c
axis. The solid curves represent the calculated phonon dispersion
and infrared [22] and Raman [14,21,22] data at the � point are
displayed by open (magenta) and solid (green) diamonds.
(b) Calculated phonon dispersions of a monolayer of h-BN
deposited on 3 layers of Ni (solid lines) compared to the
EELS data from Ref. [9] (red open circles). Note that in the
experiment only vibrational modes involving boron or nitrogen
atoms were detected while in the calculations also the vibrational
modes of the Ni substrate are included.
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agreement between the calculated and IXS dispersions.
Our calculations do not suffer from the negative energies
displayed in Ref. [13] and reproduce the energy of the
lowest lying Raman mode (shear mode) at 6.4 meV [21],
improving upon those by Kern et al. [12]. This may be due
to a combination of a larger energy cutoff for plane-wave
expansion of the wave functions and the use of slightly
larger lattice parameters [20]. Slight deviations occur for
the high energy TO modes and amount to less than 3%,
within the expected accuracy of this kind of calculations.
Previous theoretical data [12,13] did not provide an accu-
rate description of the quasiacoustic branches along the
�-A direction.

The ZA-ZO splitting predicted by the theoretical models
at the K point is well reproduced by the IXS data. Contrary
to this, in the EELS measurements of Rokuta et al. [9] on a
monolayer of h-BN deposited on a Ni(111) substrate, an
almost degeneracy of ZA and ZO was found at K. We
investigated two reasons that might lead to this almost
degeneracy: (i) charge transfer from the h-BN monolayer
to or from the substrate and (ii) the influence of the
interlayer interaction with the substrate. As for the effect
of charge transfer, we calculated the phonons for a charged
single sheet of h-BN. Negative charging leads indeed to a
closing of the gap between the ZA and ZO modes at K.
However, a charging with 0.3 electrons per unit cell is
necessary to reach degeneracy at K. This is in contrast to
earlier calculations of the electronic structure of a single
h-BN sheet on nickel where a transfer of 0.06 electrons to
the substrate, i.e., a slightly positive charging of the sheet,
was predicted [31]. We therefore conclude that charge
transfer cannot be the origin of the degeneracy in the
experiment of Rokuta et al. We performed an ab initio
calculation of the phonon dispersion of a BN sheet on
nickel to investigate the influence of the interaction with
the substrate, simulated by three monolayers of Ni. The
calculated dispersion and the EELS data are in excellent
agreement, as displayed in Fig. 2(b). The differences be-
tween the EELS and IXS dispersions can therefore be
attributed to the bonding between the h-BN monolayer
and the Ni substrate. Indeed, the calculations of Grad
et al. [31] had revealed a strong hybridization of the �
orbitals of BN with the d levels of nickel, a polarization of
the h-BN layer due to the substrate, and a substrate induced
exchange splitting of electrons in the � band of h-BN. The
�-d hybridization and a strong chemisorption have also
been revealed by core electron and photoemission spec-
troscopies [32,33]. We can therefore conclude that the
observed softening of the ZO branch stems from the bind-
ing of the layer to the substrate.

Figure 3 reproduces the second-order Raman spectrum
of h-BN reported by S. Reich et al. in [14]. They compare
their results with calculations of the one-phonon density of
states (DOS) [12] for which the frequency scale has been
multiplied by 2. This comparison implicitly assumes that

the overtones, i.e., sums of modes with the same frequency,
are much stronger than combinations of phonons belong-
ing to different branches. Although most of the spectral
features are successfully assigned based on a detailed
group theoretical analysis and the above assumption, the
peaks found at 114 and 284 meV (labeled B and H in
Fig. 3) were not compatible with the assignment. This led
the authors to conclude that the calculated frequencies are
too small to describe the spectra. The excellent agreement
between IXS data and our calculations is in stark disagree-
ment with this conclusion. The dotted (blue) line in Fig. 3
corresponds to our calculated one-phonon DOS scaled in
the same way as the one used for comparison with the
Raman data in Ref. [14]. The dashed (red) line, however,
represents the full two-phonon DOS, taking into account
both overtones and combinations. A wealth of new spectral
features is obtained in this way and two of the strongest
ones lie underneath the experimental features under dis-
cussion. In view of this agreement between the two-phonon
DOS and the Raman spectra, we have analyzed the assign-
ments of the other features and the result is summarized in
Table II. Using the IXS data and the calculated dispersions,
we therefore assign peaks B and H to combinations of
ZA� ZO and LA� LO modes at the K point. Further-
more, the unknown peak reported at 2800 cm�1

(347.2 meV, labeled L) may be assigned to a combination
of LO and TO modes at the overbending along the �-K and
�-K-M directions. Beside these peaks, there is a general
agreement with the assignments reported in [14], the dis-
crepancies stemming from the explicit consideration of
combination of modes with different frequency.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Comparison of the second-order Raman
spectrum of h-BN (solid, black) reported in Ref. [14] with our
calculations for the one-phonon (dotted, blue line) and two-
phonon (dashed, red line) DOS. The energy axis of the one-
phonon DOS has been multiplied by a factor 2, in the same
fashion as in Ref. [14]. The most relevant features of the
experimental spectrum are labeled, and their energies compared
with IXS data and calculations in Table II.
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In summary, we have reported the phonon dispersion
relations of bulk h-BN obtained by IXS and ab initio
calculations. The IXS data are in excellent agreement
with the calculated dispersion and previously reported
Raman and infrared data. The discrepancies observed be-
tween EELS and IXS data stem from the polarization of the
h-BN monolayer due to the nickel substrate, a fact that
poses a challenge in measurements of elastic and optical
properties of BN nanotubes deposited on metallic sub-
strates. The alleged discrepancies between calculations
and second-order Raman spectral features disappear
when one takes into account phonon combinations by
calculating explicitly the two-phonon DOS.
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(Fig. 3)

Raman
[14] Assignment IXS Theory

A 76.9 2ZA�M� 78.8 78.8
B 114.1 ZA� ZO�K� 115.2 111.9
C 203.3 2ZO��� 200.8
D 224.4 ZO� LA�M� 221.5 221.2
E 233.1 ZO� TO�K� 234.1 233.2
F 238.1 TA� LA�K� 242.1 240.7
G 265.3 TA� LO�K� 269.0 265.3
H 283.9 LA� LO�K� 289.9 286.9
I 300.0 LA� TO�M� 298.8 302.7
J 314.9 2TO�M-K� 317.8 320.5
K 338.5 2TO; 2LO��� 341.8
L 347.2 LO� TO�overb:� 346.8 347.7
M 364.5 2LO(overb.) 364.7 365.5
N 378.2 LO� TO��� 374.3
O 398.0 2LO��� 399.4
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